Discovering the Structure of a Planar Mirror System from Multiple Observations of a Single Point
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Abstract

We investigate the problem of identifying the position of a viewer inside a room of planar mirrors with unknown geometry in conjunction with the room’s shape parameters. We consider the observations to consist of angularly resolved depth measurements of a single scene point that has been observed via many multi-bounce interactions with the specular room geometry. Applications of this problem statement include areas such as calibration, acoustic echo cancelation and time-of-flight imaging. We theoretically analyze the problem and derive sufficient conditions for a combination of convex room geometry, observer, and scene point to be reconstructable. The resulting constructive algorithm is exponential in nature and, therefore, not directly applicable to practical scenarios.

To counter the situation, we propose theoretically devised geometric constraints that enable an efficient pruning of the solution space and develop a heuristic randomized search algorithm that uses these constraints to obtain an effective solution. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm on extensive simulations as well as in a challenging real-world calibration scenario.

1. Introduction

Mirrors have been used in a number of vision applications in the past. Examples using curved mirror surfaces include catadioptric imaging [21], reflectance [6, 8], and texture [12] measurement systems. Planar mirror systems have been used for multi-view imaging of flat [9] and extended depth samples [7, 19] and for confocal imaging [15, 17]. Most of these systems are designed to work with single bounce reflections and all of them have to be calibrated.

This task relates to the reconstruction of specular surfaces. Great progress has been made in recent years and a variety of methods based on shape from distortion [22, 4], shape from specularities [3], specular flow [1], and polarization analysis [16] have been proposed. The interested reader is referred to the recent survey article [10] for an in-depth discussion. All of the aforementioned techniques assume a single-bounce interaction to occur at the geometry surface, separating the incident light and the camera. An analysis of local multi-bounce specular interaction, both of the reflective and the refractive type has been given by Kutulakos and Steger [13]. Their main result is that a maximum of two specular interactions can be reconstructed from local measurements.

In this article, we consider the problem of determining the geometry of multiple planar mirrors and the pose of the camera with respect to this mirror configuration using measurements of apparent depth of a single scene point that is visible via many different multi-bounce interactions with the scene geometry. The pose estimation problem for a calibrated mirror geometry has recently been investigated by Ramalingam et al. [18]. In contrast, we aim at determining the geometry of a room of mirrors in conjunction with the camera pose. Our main result is that this is often possible given the depth-resolved imaging of many inter-reflections of a single scene point in case of a convex room geometry and we derive sufficient conditions for a configuration to be recoverable. Our analysis is restricted to room geometries of two dimensions. In practice, this lets us deal with 2\textsuperscript{D} rooms that have a floor and a ceiling orthogonal to the mirror walls. Simulation experiments show that a large class of room configurations is recoverable, however, the recovery rate decreases with the number of mirror walls. We also demonstrate our method in a practical calibration example where we estimate the mirror geometry and camera pose for a system with many inter-reflections.

By formulating the problem in terms of apparent distance of the observed point via multiple paths, our method applies to time-of-flight measurement systems like RADAR, active SONAR[14], and LIDAR [11], but also to acoustics [3, 2] where room geometry is to be inferred from the travel time of a pulse emitted by a speaker [20, 23]. Recently, the recovery of general geometry from exactly one indirect bounce in a LIDAR context has been described by Velten et al. [24].

Our approach enables the recovery of the geometry of a mirror room from camera observations in more general settings than previously available techniques.

In particular, our contributions are

• a theoretical model for multi-bounce time-of-flight in convex rooms,
• a general solution method that allows for limited field-of-view, limited observation time, and does not require the identification of reflection order on the measurements, and
• the application of these ideas to the calibration of a planar system of mirrors with previously unachievable generality.

2. Problem Formulation

We consider an abstract angularly resolved distance measurement system in a situation with specular multi-bounce paths, Fig. 1 (a). The scene consists of a room with specular walls.
and one scene point (dark green), as well as a recording device (red). The interpretation of the left-most sub-image is difficult.

![Figure 1. Problem definition: (a) A point is visible to an omni-directional receiver via multiple specular reflections. The receiver is capable of measuring the incidence angle and the distance of the point via the reflected ray paths without being able to detect the specular interaction. (b) To the receiver, the situation appears as if there are multiple points at different distances from its own position. The mirror room geometry (faint yellow) is unknown and has to be recovered from the point measurements.](image1)

It contains all ray paths up to second order that hit the receiver. For this reason the following sketches show the ray paths of different reflection orders separately. We assume that the receiver is capable of measuring the angle of incidence of the rays as well as the apparent distance of the point along each reflected ray path. The task is to reconstruct the positions of the unknown mirror planes and to locate the receiver with respect to the mirror system.

In Fig. 1 (b), we show how the receiver could naively interpret the surrounding world as a virtual mirror world consisting of many point objects at different distances. This interpretation is very similar to the unfolding operation introduced by Reshetouski et al. [19] in case the mirror geometry is known. Indeed, it can be taken as the definition of unfolding. In a sense, their paper describes the solution to a dual problem: Given the mirror geometry, compute the object. In the current paper, we consider the object geometry to be given (a single point) at different virtual locations but the mirror room geometry has to be recovered. In the following we will present all analyses in two dimensions. This restricts our practical examples, Sect. 7, to $2 \frac{1}{2} D$ cases.

Any real mirror system will fail to subdivide the plane perfectly when generating the unfolded representation of the mirror world, the condition for a perfect division being that the mirror operations induced by the walls form a group structure. Therefore, a real system will include “lines of discontinuity” [19] as illustrated through a simulation in Fig. 2. Areas between two such lines indicate a common reflection sequence. The discontinuity lines correspond to mirror corners being hit by a ray bundle after a sequence of reflections. Intuitively, the bundle splits up at these points and traverses different mirror sequences thereafter. This implies that the measurement points are not necessarily visible for every possible combination of mirrors into a sequence.

In the following, let $L_N = (M_1, \ldots, M_N)$ be a sequence of $N$ reflections through mirrors $M_1$ to $M_N$. As an example, there is exactly one ray among those that traverse the mirror sequence $L_1 = (2)$ that hits the object point. There is no ray amongst those continuing to sequence $L_2 = (2, 3)$ that sees the object point after these two reflections. However, the bundle of rays continuing to sequence $L_3 = (2, 1)$ contains such ray. Moreover, the invisiility of the object point after a certain sucession of reflections does not imply that the point will be invisible in the future as the continued sequence $L_3 = (2, 3, 1)$ shows. After three reflections, one of the rays with this reflection sequence hits the object point. We refer to the set of all virtual points that are visible through a common reflection sequence as a chamber. The polygonal regions in Fig. 2 illustrate the chambers. The base chamber is the special chamber enclosing the receiver. In Fig. 2 it is marked in yellow.

In the following, we will discuss a solution for recovering the mirror room geometry including the occlusions introduced by non-group mirror systems as well as the position of the receiver within such system. Our method allows for the recovery of convex room geometries with an arbitrary unknown number of mirror walls. The virtual point positions and the receiver location are the only input to our algorithm. In particular, the reflection levels through which the virtual points are seen are assumed to be unknown. We also do not require any particular reflection (for example the direct view) to be available. We demonstrate our algorithm through simulations and a challenging real-world example.

3. Overview

The paper is organized as follows. In order to discuss our recovery algorithm it is necessary to introduce a few definitions as well
We derive sufficient conditions for a configuration to be reconstructable. A naïve algorithm then consists in checking all possible configurations which we term the exhaustive search algorithm, Sect. 5. This algorithm operates on a graph structure, that, in the absence of all optimizations is a fully connected graph. The computational costs of performing this search are exponential and we develop theoretically sound graph pruning strategies that ensure that no false negatives occur, Sect. 5.1. The exhaustive search algorithm can be executed on the pruned graph, ensuring that a solution is found if the configuration is reconstructable in our sense, however, at a significant cost. For this reason, we introduce a heuristic search algorithm in Sect. 6 that is based on random graph sampling to improve the reconstruction performance. Finally, we validate our algorithm in Sect. 7 via simulations and a real experiment.

3.1. Problem Setting

Our algorithm is based on a number of assumptions about the scene that directly inform the constraints we may apply and the algorithmic strategies we employ. In particular, we consider

- the room geometry to be convex,
- the room and scene to be essentially planar, and
- the scene to consist of a single object point.

This list allows for rooms with gaps in the mirrors, e.g. to place a camera. The planarity constraint permits rooms with walls that are orthogonal to a common ground plane and a common ceiling (which may be mirrors) while having a convex layout in the ground plane. The single object point constraint avoids a matching procedure to identify images of a common world point.

For the discussion of the basic algorithm idea we introduce some further restrictions. These are didactic in nature and will be relaxed later, Sect. 6.1:

- the room geometry is closed,
- the room geometry is irregular,
- the object point is in a general position with respect to the mirror planes, and
- the perspective center of the receiver is inside the convex hull of the room.

By a closed convex room we mean a room that is equal to its convex hull. Irregularity relates to asymmetric configurations. These are easier to deal with initially because mirror walls cannot be exchanged by an invariant transformation that keeps the mirror system apparently unchanged. Further, we require that mirrors produce unique actions on the object point. This condition is satisfied if the point is at different distances to each of the mirror walls. The condition that the perspective center of the receiver is within the mirroring room is needed to uniquely predict the pose of the receiver with respect to the reconstructed mirror geometry.

We emphasize that we do not require the number of reflections for a particular ray path to be known and that we do not need to observe special identifiable reflections like the direct image (0 bounce) or the first order reflections. Our algorithm is designed to be agnostic to this information. While this type of information would simplify the task considerably, we aim for a general method that can work with limited data, both in the field-of-view of the receiver and in the depth range that can be reliably measured. We also consider the number of mirror walls of the room geometry to be unknown.

3.2. Definitions

The current discussion is based on an ideal setting where the system layout is known. Under these conditions, we first derive constraints and conditions that allow for the reconstruction of the mirror geometry from the virtual point distribution. Later, in Sect. 6 we then extend our ideas to the case where the system layout is unknown.

Definition: A doublet is a pair of points \( D = (A, A') \) separated by a single mirror reflection. The sequence of mirror operations leading up to this event is the same for the two points, i.e. \( L_N^A = (M_1, \ldots, M_N) \) and \( L_N^{A'} = (M_1, \ldots, M_N, M_{AA'}) \), where \( M_{AA'} \) is a mirror operation that is completely determined by the two points \( A \) and \( A' \).

Properties: A doublet uniquely defines a mirror operation that takes point \( A \) into \( A' \) and vice versa. If we denote the receiver position by \( R \), then \( RA < R'A' \) since an indirect view via mirror \( M_{AA'} \) has a longer path length than the direct view. Doublets never intersect with discontinuity lines since they are indicative of a real mirror. Even though doublets define a mirror transformation, it is in general impossible to transfer them to the base chamber (in effect reconstructing a single wall of the room) without knowing the remaining room geometry. The doublet from the inset figure (marked) and all other doublets in the system of Fig. 2 are shown in Fig. 3 (left). Doublets belonging to the same physical mirror are marked with the same color. They usually appear in different locations of the virtual mirror world. The properties just mentioned can be verified in the figure.

Definition: A triplet is a pair of doublets \( T = (D, D') \) that share a common point. It consists of three observed points.

Properties: A triplet defines the angle between two mirror planes. This often is a corner of the mirror room reflected to some position in the virtual mirror world. It may happen though that two doublets do not correspond to directly adjacent mirrors form a triplet. Nevertheless, the angle between these two mirror planes is fixed by the triplet. We will refer to the doublets that constitute the triplet as its legs. As in the case of doublets, a triplet can typically not be transformed to the base chamber without knowing the remaining geometry of the mirror world since an unspecified sequence of reflections lies between the observed position and the canonical position of the legs in the base chamber. Some examples of triplets in conjunction with the mirror corners defined by them are shown in Fig. 3 (middle). It should be noted though that all adjacent doublets form triplets even though we only show a subset of them.

4. Verifying a Candidate Configuration

The core of our algorithm is based on being able to verify a given configuration against the observed data. The basis for the verification step are the triplets just defined. They serve as
4.1. Joining Triplets

Given that a triplet defines the relative position and orientation of two walls of the mirror room it is natural to attempt to join them into quadruplets, quintets, sextets, and so forth, until the relative position and orientation of all mirror planes with respect to each other has been fixed. This would constitute a reconstruction of the room geometry.

For this scheme to work we need to be able to relate different triplets that are observed in different locations of the virtual mirror world. Two triplets fit together if they have one common leg, i.e. they share a doublet. In general, the different observations are related by an odd or an even number of reflections through the base chamber which is unknown. However, an even sequence of reflections is equivalent to a rotation, and an odd sequence is equivalent to a rotation and a flip. Given two triplets with a common leg, we therefore have two options of joining them resulting in two candidate quadruplets that fix two potentially consistent relative positions and orientations of three mirror planes.

The joining process can be continued by joining a quadruplet with another triplet, yielding a quintet.

In the current discussion we assume that doublets and triplets that are being observed in different locations can be identified and that no erroneous doublets or triplets exist. We will discuss the extension to the case with erroneous information in Sect. 6.

In practice, the identification of doublets is based on their length which is twice the distance to the corresponding mirror plane. Since we assumed that the object point is in general position with respect to all mirror planes this identification can easily be performed, yielding equivalence classes of doublets. Equivalence classes of triplets are formed by considering the two constituting doublets. In Fig. 3 (left, middle), the equivalence classes are color-coded with doublets of the same color, and triplets of the same color pair, belonging to the same class, respectively. In the following, we will drop the explicit mention of the equivalence classes, simply referring to them as doublets or triplets, it should be understood, however, that individual doublets or triplets are only representatives of their class.

4.2. Conditions for Reconstructability

A necessary condition for the proposed algorithm to work is that all doublets are being observed by the system, i.e. all mirrors in the room must be observed by their action on a set of two points. In addition to that, a sufficient number of triplets must be observed in order to recover the complete geometry. Consider the case of $N$ doublets (which in the perfect case considered here corresponds to exactly $N$ mirror walls in the room geometry), then the minimum amount of triplets that could yield a solution is $N - 1$. This is the case if the triplets can be joined in a sequential manner as indicated in the inset figure.

The amount of triplets that certainly yields a solution is $(N - 1)(N - 2)/2 + 1$. Consider a graph structure that we refer to as the doublet graph where the nodes are doublets and there are edges if a triplet with the two doublets in question exists. The condition for the room to be recoverable is that a connected component covering all nodes exists. The meaning of this is that all mirrors can be related to one another via pairwise relative position and orientation. In the worst case we have a fully connected component of $N - 1$ nodes with a single unconnected node. This structure has $(N - 1)(N - 2)/2$ edges. If one
additional edge is known the complete graph is fully connected. In practice, the number of triplets is somewhere between these two extremes. The condition for recovery is that the full graph is covered by at least one connected component. In the perfect case, all such connected components are equivalent and yield the same solution.

Summarizing the previous discussion, sufficient conditions for a mirror/source/observer configuration to be reconstructable are:

1. All doublets are observed,
2. the available triplets contain all doublets, and
3. the doublet graph is connected.

4.3. Verification Algorithm

The algorithm for joining triplets into a candidate room configuration is then the discovery of connected components. The discovery of one such component suffices in theory. However, each triplet might occur in two flavors, corresponding to whether it resulted from an odd or even sequence of reflections from the unknown base chamber. Denoting by \( M \) the number of edges (triplets) in the connected component, there are \( 2^M \) possible room configurations in the worst case. If cycles are present, they reduce this complexity. Intuitively, cycles correspond to consistent subsets of triplets that can only have two possible orientations.

Graph theoretical arguments cannot differentiate between these possible solutions. We therefore need a way to verify them by comparison to the actual data.

The idea for verification is depicted in Fig. 3 (right). Assume we have constructed a candidate configuration at the position shown in red. We join the object point \( C \) in the reconstructed room with the receiver position \( R \) by a line of sight shown in black. The line of sight intersects exactly one mirror plane which must be the mirror that produced the virtual object point \( C \). If the candidate configuration is correct, this mirror is the last in the reflection sequence leading up to the observation of \( C \). We can therefore undo this operation yielding the geometry in green. Since we have assumed that the receiver is inside the convex room, this process can be repeated until the condition holds. In the illustration, this is the case for the yellow position of the geometry.

This position corresponds to the unknown base chamber assuming the candidate configuration is correct. Therefore, we can determine visibility inside the mirror system by Reshetouski unfolding [19]. Since \( C \) is transformed to the base chamber in conjunction with the geometry, we can now simulate where the point would appear in the system even if we have not observed the direct view. Comparing the predicted point distribution with the observed one we find whether the candidate configuration is a correct reconstruction.

The verification operation consists of a linear time (in the number of doublet classes, i.e. mirrors) spanning tree computation on the doublet graph and an exponential (in the number of triplets, i.e. mirror corners) determination of the correct flipping configuration.

5. Exhaustive Search Algorithm

In the previous section, we assumed a known candidate configuration that could be verified. Unfortunately, we do not have access to which pairs of the input points correspond to doublets. This implies that the triplets are unknown as well. A naïve algorithm for discovering an unknown configuration would have to consider all possible pairs of points, i.e. all potential doublets. Clearly, the number of nodes in the doublet graph is quadratic in the number of observations. Further, the number of all possible triplets is quadratic in the number of nodes in the doublet graph. In the naïve algorithm, the exponential verification procedure, Sect. 4.3, has to be performed starting at every possible triplet.

An illustration of all potential doublets in an example configuration is depicted in Fig. 4 (left). In this figure, the real doublets are shown in red whereas pairs of points that are no doublets are shown in light blue. The mirror system shown is the same as in Figs. 2 and 3. As can be seen, the number of false doublets is far larger than the number of real ones, making an exhaustive search strategy on the full graph structure extremely costly.

5.1. Geometric Search Space Pruning

We therefore derive a number of filtering operations that are intended to reduce the number of potential doublets and the potential number of triplets that are built from them, effectively pruning the search space. A result of our filtering operations is shown in Fig. 4 (right).

Our filtering operations exploit the geometric features of a mirror configuration that impose strong constraints on valid distributions of observation points. In addition, they are conservative, i.e., no false negatives are generated. The filter operations come in four flavors, these being filters on

- individual point pairs, i.e. potential doublets, \( f_1(D) \),
- pairs of potential doublets, i.e. potential triplets, \( f_2(T) \),
- compatibility between two potential doublets, \( f_3(D, D') \), and
- compatibility between two potential triplets, \( f_4(T, T') \).

Each of these filter types can determine impossible configurations, which, however, does not imply correctness of the filter argument. We next describe the individual filters.

Potential Doublets

If \( AA' \) is a doublet generated by the mirror \( M_{AA'} \), and \( D \) is the point of intersection of the mirror \( M_{AA} \) and the side \( RA' \); then the intersection area of the inner part of the cone \( ARA' \) and the inner part of the circle with center \( D \) and radius \( AD \) must not contain any other observed points. To see this, consider the following. Point \( D \) is located on the mirror \( M_{AA'} \), therefore, \( D \) and \( A \) belong to the same chamber \( C \).
Using the assumption that our room is convex we can conclude, that \( AD \) entirely belongs to chamber \( C \). Therefore, a unique sequence of reflections \( L_N^A = (M_1, ..., M_N) \) leads up to the reflection event at \( M_{AA'} \). Therefore, any point \( A'' \) inside the cone \( ARA' \) is generated by a subsequence or super-sequence of \( L_N^A \). Suppose we would like to generate an additional point \( A'' \) by reflecting point \( A \) from the mirrors of chamber \( C \). In this case, we need to use more than one reflection of \( A \) from the sides of \( C \). Because the direct observation distance is always shortest, the point \( A'' \) must be located outside the circle.

### Potential Triplets

Triplets cannot be in an arbitrary orientation with respect to the receiver. The left of the figure shows an impossible configuration where \( A \) is both an image of \( B \) and \( B' \). Conversely, if \( B \) and \( B' \) were images of \( A \), they would be incorrect because \( RB < RA \), and similarly, \( RB' < RA \) which is violating the fact that apparent distance increases with every reflection. The two sequences on the right are possible, indicating a sequence \( L_{N+2}^A = (M_1, ..., M_N, M_{BA}, M_{AB'}) \) for the middle case, and a splitting ray bundle with a common subsequence up to \( A \), \( L_{N+1}^B = (M_1, ..., M_N, M_{AB}) \) and \( L_{N+1}^B = (M_1, ..., M_N, M_{AB}) \) for the right case, respectively.

### Doublet Compatibility

This filter can only determine that two potential doublets are incompatible with each other. It cannot determine which of the potential doublets is the violating one. We exploit this condition by setting up a compatibility matrix for all pairs of potential doublets. When building potential triplets, we verify that the constituent doublets are compatible with each other. Otherwise the triplet is incorrect. The left part of the figure shows an impossible case since proper doublets have a unique reflection sequence in the complete triangle spanned by the receiver and the doublet. In this case, \( L_{N+1}^B = (M_1, ..., M_N, M_{AA'}) \) is incompatible with \( L_{M+1}^B = (M_1, ..., M_M, M_{BB'}) \) within the shaded region. For the middle case, \( L_{M+1}^B = (M_1, ..., M_M, M_{BB'}) \subset L_{N+1}^B = (M_1, ..., M_N, M_{AA'}) \). \( M < N \) could be possible, again for the shaded region. In the situation on the right, the two doublets clearly do not conflict.

### Triplet Compatibility

is based on the doublet compatibility constraint. By definition, a potential triplet consists of compatible doublets. Unfortunately, the doublet compatibility relation is not transitive since it can only report incorrect pairs of potential doublets. Therefore, two potential triplets even though consistent themselves can contain a combination of inconsistent potential doublets. The figure shows two triplets built from potential doublets \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \), and \( D_1 \) and \( D_3 \), respectively. For the resulting quadruplet to be consistent, \( D_2 \) and \( D_3 \) have to be compatible via doublet compatibility as well. The same considerations hold for larger assemblies of triplets. When a new triplet is joined in, all doublets have to be checked for compatibility, again due to the non-transitivity of the relation.

As can be seen from Fig. 4 (right), our filtering strategies are very effective in pruning false point pairs. However, we cannot remove all incorrect pairs. Therefore, the doublet graph contains false doublets. An exhaustive search strategy can be employed on the pruned doublet graph and will find a solution if it exists (in the sense of Sect. 4.2). However, due to its exponential nature, the search is not very efficient and large problem instances might be practically unfeasible.

### 6. Randomized Search Algorithm

We therefore adapt our search strategy for connected components that is used to build candidate configurations. In the ideal case considered in Sect. 4.1, the doublet graph contained only valid doublets. In the case of the doublet graph containing invalid doublets, we maintain the search for a connected component. However, we perform this search in a randomized manner by employing a forward search strategy that is using importance sampling to decide on likely transitions for the triplet joining procedure. In every step, we perform a validation of the current configuration via the method outlined in Sect. 4.3. The importance scores are based on doublet and triplet statistics (correct doublets and triplets occur more often) and compatibility checks as outlined in Sect. 5.1. Each connected component discovered such is checked in all its possible flipped configurations. If unsuccessful, the search ends after an upper number of triplet additions (provided by the user) has been reached or if no triplet can be added in a consistent manner. In this case, the procedure is restarted until an upper number of trials has been reached.

#### 6.1. Extensions

So far, we have concentrated on an idealized simulation setting. In reality, a number of issues might occur. The most important aspect is measurement noise. It not only influences the measured positions of the point data that we use for our reconstruction algorithm, it also complicates the process of establishing equivalence classes for doublets. In practice, we use a user supplied \( \epsilon \) on the length of potential doublets to account for the expected variation. This in turn puts constraints on the point’s position with respect to the mirror planes. Our current algorithm is not designed to handle the issue of incorrect class assignments or mixed equivalence classes explicitly. However, even in this case there is a chance that the correct mirror structure is recovered due to the randomized nature of the algorithm.

Another constraint that is introduced in Sect. 3 is that the receiver has to be positioned in the base chamber. We were using this constraint to terminate the repeated backward mirror operation necessary for the validation of candidate configurations. In practice, the camera can be positioned outside the base chamber. Our algorithm will still recover the geometry if sufficient data is available. However, the position of the camera with respect to the mirror geometry can only be recovered up
to a discrete number of positions. For intuition on that, please refer to Fig. 3 and consider that the backward mirroring operation is stopped early, yielding one possible position and orientation with respect to the reconstructed mirror geometry for each possible stopping position. Depending on the location of the reconstruction in the virtual world, it might be necessary to perform forward mirroring along the line-of-sight as well.

Finally, gaps in the mirrors only lead to missing data, i.e. some of the data points that would be observed otherwise are missing. Our algorithm therefore can be applied unchanged if, e.g. mirrors are not meeting at a corner or if the field of view of the receiver is restricted.

7. Experimental Results

7.1. Simulation Results

We performed extensive simulations with our algorithm to investigate the stability of the results and to study recoverability of the geometry with respect to the number of sides in a polygon and the number of observed inter-reflections. We randomly generated 2000 different convex mirror systems with random object point positions for each n-gon, where \( n \in [3..8] \). We simulated both a full surround receiver and a field-of-view that was restricted to 90°. In the case of a surround receiver, the direct observation will always be observed. However, this is not the case in the limited field-of-view example. We did not pay attention to include or exclude any particular reflection level such as the direct observation in our simulated mirror systems. To avoid a bias in the statistics due to extreme configurations, we limited the systems to a ratio of 3 : 1 between the largest mirror and the smallest one.

For analysis, we performed an exhaustive search, as described in Sect. 4.1 on the clean doublet graph structure, i.e. only true doublets and triplets participate. This way, we established an upper bound on performance for any triplet-based reconstruction algorithm. The results are shown in Fig. 5 as solid lines. The plot shows the number of reconstructable room geometries. Then we ran the randomized search algorithm described in Sect. 6 that was working with the filtered graph structure, Fig. 4 (right). We again tested whether the geometry could be recovered. The results of this test are shown in Fig. 5 as dashed lines.

First, analyzing the exhaustive search results to have a comparison baseline, we find that the case of a surround receiver is favorable, especially in the case of a low number of usable reflections. Another interesting aspect is that an increasing number of reflections leads to a convergence in the recoverable geometries. This suggests an intrinsic bound for the information in our data: higher levels of reflection are so fractured that no additional useful information can be observed. If the number of mirror walls in the geometry increases, our chances of success decrease rapidly. In the vast majority of cases, the reason for a failure to reconstruct the geometry is that doublets are missing from the observation, see Fig. 6 (left). This indicates that some mirror planes are never observed via a direct reflection in many cases. Once sufficiently many doublets are observed, the failure to identify sufficiently many triplets is not a serious problem, Fig. 6 (right).

The results for our randomized search strategy, which constitutes our practical reconstruction algorithm, show that for a low number of mirror walls we can perform a reasonable job. Again, the results deteriorate quickly with larger \( n \). We ran the algorithm with a fixed user threshold of 50 connected component recovery trials. The decrease of the performance curves with larger number of reflections shows that the complexity of the graph structure increases and that the randomized algorithm has less success in discovering one of the correct configurations. We would like to mention that if a solution is found, it is exact since we work in a noise-less setting.

7.2. Real World Example

To test our algorithm in a real setting, we performed a calibration experiment. We set up a system of six planar mirrors containing a checkerboard and took a photograph with an intrinsically calibrated camera. The setup together with a sketch of the ground
plan according to which the system was set up manually is shown in Fig. 7. It contains four walls that are approximately orthogonal to both the ground plane and the ceiling which also consist of mirrors, realizing a $2 \frac{1}{2}$D setup. We triangulated the midpoint of the checkerboard in various apparent locations. This data matches the requirements of our algorithm. We then reconstructed the polygonal outline of the four walls. The result is shown in Fig. 8 (right) where we rendered the multiply reflected mirror planes as semi-transparent polygons. The results show that we can reconstruct a mirror geometry even from real-world samples. The only change to our algorithm is that we use 3D uncertainties available from the triangulation procedure to evaluate our potential configurations. The remaining mismatches can be attributed to the manual setup and alignment of the mirrors as well as to imperfect orthogonality between the ground and ceiling planes and the mirror walls.

8. Discussion and Conclusions

We have shown that it is possible to reconstruct the geometry of a convex room of mirrors from the measurement of a single scene point and we have identified sufficient conditions for doing so. For this it is necessary to measure its distance to the receiver via many different inter-reflection light paths. Our technique relates to time-of-flight measurements and could possibly be used beneficially in areas such as active SONAR, RADAR and LIDAR where “ghosts” are a frequent problem. Our work shows that these ghosts carry valuable information about the scene.

In the future we would like to investigate problem instances where the sufficient conditions derived in this paper do not hold. The goal would be to identify the class of reconstructable mirror systems. In particular, our definitions of doubllets and triplets rely on a single bounce separation of two observed points. There may be problem instances where mirrors can only be observed through second or higher-order bounces.
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